
            26th July, 2019 

 
 
Embassies & insurance 
IN order to travel abroad, I went to the embassies of Germany and Morocco on different dates in July 
to complete their visa requirements. 
 
The procedure to visit is not only expensive but also cumbersome. Before getting a ticket for the 
shuttle service, for some reason it is necessary to pay Rs100 as insurance for that one trip. 
 
I did not want to pay this because in my opinion the diplomat enclave is safer than the rest of the 
city. 
 
The representative of the insurance company told me that it is compulsory to pay Rs100 otherwise I 
would not be allowed to enter. After this I went to buy an economy class ticket for the shuttle 
service. 
 
Coasters for economy and executive service are the same. The only difference is that the lounge for 
the executive class has sofas and they only have steel benches in the economy class. However, there 
was no room to sit in the executive lounge as it was crowded. 
 
Then I was informed that the man who ran the economy counter for the shuttle service was 
unavailable so I had to pay for the executive shuttle — which is twice the price of the economy one. 
 
On an average more than 1,000 people visit various embassies every day. I fail to understand why 
individuals are trying to fleece money under one pretext or another. It appears that there is no check 
or balance. I request the authorities concerned to either abolish compulsory insurance or make it 
optional. 
 
They should also ensure that the economy counter is also functional by 7am like the executive. There 
should be more staff on the economy counter. 
 
People would like to avail the cheaper option if it is available because there is hardly any difference 
between the facilities offered and the cost is double. 
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